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1 PreliminariesVarious models of branching programs have recently been found very useful in the �eldof digital design and hardware veri�cation. They were introduced in [L59] and [M76],and studied extensively during the last decade (see, e.g., [W87] and [W94]) under variouscomputational e�ciency aspects. For the known lower bounds results we refer also to[R91], and [BRS93].Developments in the �eld of digital design and veri�cation have led to the restrictedforms of branching programs. A most common model used for verifying circuits is anordered binary decision diagram (OBDD), also called an ordered read-once branching pro-gram (see [B92], [W94]). It has turned out recently that many important functions cannotbe computed by read-once branching programs in polynomial size (see [B92], [SS93], and[P95]).In this paper we de�ne a notion of a randomized branching program in a natural waysimilar to the de�nition of a randomized circuit. Our goal is to show that randomizedcomputation with a small error probability for ordered read-once polynomial branchingprograms can be (exponentially) more e�cient than the deterministic one. We exhibitan explicit boolean function fn which is easy for ordered read-once randomized branchingprograms, but it is hard for ordered read-k-times nondeterminstic branching programs.Note that for read-poly-times randomized branching programs, the error probability canbe made less than 2�n by repeating computations and taking majority of the results. Thismeans the resulting branching programs can be made (nonuniformly) deterministic (cf.[A78], [AB84] and [S97]).The results presented in this paper are generalization of the results presented in [AK96]for the case of boolean functions.A deterministic branching program P for computing a function g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gis a directed acyclic multi-graph with a distinguished source node s and a distinguished(accepting) sink node t. The outdegree of each nonsink node is exactly 2, and the twooutgoing edges are labeled by xi = 0 and xi = 1 for a variable xi associated with this node.Call such a node an xi-node. The label \xi = �" indicates that only inputs satisfyingxi = � may follow this edge in the computation. The branching program P computes afunction g in the obvious way: for each � 2 f0; 1gn we let g(�) = 1 i� there is a directeds-t path starting in the source s and leading to the accepting node t such that all labelsxi = �i along this path are consistent with � = �1; �2; : : : ; �n.2



A branching program becomes nondeterministic if we allow "guessing nodes" that isnodes with two outgoing edges being unlabeled. Unlabeled edges allow all inputs to proceedto the next node. A nondeterministic branching program P computes a function g, in theobvious way; that is, g(�) = 1 i� there exists (at least one) computation over � starting inthe source node s and leading to the accepting node t.De�ne a randomized branching program as a branching program which has in additionto its standard (deterministic) inputs especially designed random (\coin-toss") input nodes.When these random inputs are chosen from the uniform distribution, the output of thebranching program is a random variable.We say that a randomized branching program (a; b)-computes a function g if it outputs1 with the probability at most a for an input x such that g(x) = 0, and it outputs 1 withthe probability at least b for an input x such that g(x) = 1. The randomized branchingprogram computes the function g with a one-sided "-error if it ("; 1)-computes the functiong. For a branching program P , we de�ne size of P size(P ) (complexity of P ) as the numberof its internal nodes of P .For a randomized branching program P , size(P ) is the sum of numbers of its internaland random nodes.The size of a nondeterminstic branching program is the number of its internal nodes(without \guessing" nodes).A read-once branching program is a branching program in which no variable appearsmore than once on any computation path. An ordered read-once branching program is aread-once branching program which respects a �xed ordering � of variables, i.e., if an edgeleads from an xi-node to an xj-node, the condition �(i) < �(j) has to be ful�lled.A read-k-times branching program is a branching program with the property that noinput variable xi appears more than k times on any consistent computation path in theprogram (a path is consistent if for all i the labels \xi = 0" and \xi = 1" do not bothappear on the path).A syntactic read-k-times branching program [BRS93] is a branching program with theproperty that no input variable xi appears more than k times on any path (consistent ornot) in the program. (Non-syntactic read-k-times devices can be more powerful than thesyntactic ones [J94].)An ordered read-k-times branching program is a read-k-times branching program whichis partitioned into k layers such that each layer is an ordered read-once respecting the3



same ordering �. In [BSSW94] it is proved that deterministic ordered read-(k + 1)-timesbranching programs are more powerful than deterministic ordered read-k-times branchingprograms. Namely the classes of functions computed by deterministic polynomial sizeordered read-k-times branching programs form a proper hierarchy for k = o(n1=2= log2 n).We will use a slightly more general notion of a non-syntactic read-k-times branchingprogram in this paper. We call a branching program readA-k-times if it has the followingproperty: no input variable xi appears more than k times on any consistent acceptingcomputation s�t path in the program. We call a branching program readR-k-times ifit has the following property: no input variable xi appears more than k times on anyconsistent rejecting computation path in the program. Clearly, a branching program isread-k-times if it is readA-k-times and readR-k-times .Note that one can think of each internal node of a branching program as a state of thecomputation. This observation is important for the lower bound proofs in our paper. Notealso that this point of view is essential for investigating the amount of space necessaryfor computing certain functions. Restricted models of branching programs are useful forinvestigating the time-space tradeo�s. We can think of read-k-time (k � 1) restrictionsas a restriction on time, say time � kn (see, e.g., survey [B93]). This approach draws atime-space tradeo� point of view to our results. Recent results on the general lower boundson randomized space and time can be found in [A94] and [FK95].2 The FunctionsWe introduce now the following two boolean functions.First, we de�ne the boolean function fn of n = 4l variables as follows. For a sequence� 2 f0; 1g4l we call the odd bits \type" bits, and the even bits \value" bits. We say thateven bit �i; i 2 f2; 4; : : : ; 4lg, has \type" 0 (1) if corresponding odd bit �i�1 is 0 (1). Fora sequence � 2 f0; 1g4l, denote by �0 (�1) a subsequence of � that consists of all even bitsof type 0 (1).We de�ne the boolean function fn : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g as follows: fn(�) = 1 i� �0 = �1.The function PERM [KMW88], [J89] is de�ned on n � n matrix X = (xij)1�i;j�nof boolean variables. For an input � 2 f0; 1g2n PERM(�) = 1 if and only if � is apermutation matrix, i.e., if each row and each column of � contains exactly one 1 entry.It is known (see [KMW88], [J89]) that nondeterministic read-once branching programs forPERM have exponential size. 4



3 ResultsIn Theorem 1 below we present a randomized read-once branching program of polynomialsize for the function fn. Our design uses a variant of a �ngerprint technique (cf., e.g., [F79],[KR87] and [GKPR96]).Theorem 1 The function fn can be computed with one sided "(n)-error by a randomizedread-once ordered branching program of sizeO  n6"3(n) log2 n"(n)! :Proof: We design a randomized read-once ordered branching program P for fn thatworks in two phases as follows.Phase 1. (randomized). Choose d(l) to be some function in O(l), s.t. d(l) > 2l. Prandomly selects a prime number p from the set Qd(l) = fp1; p2; : : : ; pd(l)g of the �rst d(l)prime numbers.P selects a prime number p in the following way. P uses t = d log d(l)e random inputvariables y1; y2; : : : ; yt where yi 2 f0; 1g and Prob(yi = 1) = Prob(yi = 0) = 1=2. Thebranching program P reads its random inputs in the �x order y1; y2; : : : ; yt. A sequencey = y1y2 : : : yt is interpreted as the binary notation of a number N(y). P selects i-th primenumber pi 2 Qd(l) i� N(y) = i mod d(l).Phase 2. (deterministic). Let � 2 f0; 1g4l be an input sequence. The sequences �0 and�1 are interpreted as the binary notations of numbers N(�0) and N(�1) respectively. Preads an input sequence x = � in the order x1; x2; : : : ; x4l.Now P does the following.a) it veri�es if j�0j = j�1j = l,b) it computes modulo p the numbers N(�0) and N(�1) (a = N(�0) mod p and b =N(�1) mod p) in the following way. At the beginning of the computation, P sets a := 0and b := 0. Next, if P reads the j-th symbol �j 2 f0; 1g of the sequence �0 = �1; �2; : : :(respectively j-th input symbol �0j 2 f0; 1g of the sequence �1 = �01; �02; : : :) then a :=a+ �j2j mod p (respectively b := b+ �0j2j mod p).Let � and � be the �rst parts of length t and k, respectively, of the subsequences �0and �1 that were tested along the path from the source to the internal node (state) v.For p 2 Qd(l), denote by Sp a deterministic subprogram of P that carries out thedeterministic part of the computations of the phase 2 with a prime p. For the realization5



of the phase 2 it is su�cient to store in a state v four numbers: t; k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; lg,a = N(�)(mod p), b = N(�)(mod p), and the type bit c 2 f0; 1g.If j�0j 6= j�1j then P outputs the correct answer with probability 1.Consider now the case j�0j = j�1j.If N(�0) = N(�1)(mod p) then P outputs 1 else P outputs 0.From the description of P it follows that if N(�0) = N(�1) then P outputs the cor-rect answer with probability 1. If N(�0) 6= N(�1) then it can happen that N(�0) =N(�1)(mod p) for some p 2 Qd(l). In this case P makes an error.For x = � we have jN(�0) � N(�1)j � 2l < p1p2 � � � pl where p1; p2; : : : ; pl are the �rstl prime numbers. This means that in the case when N(�0) 6= N(�1) the probability "(n)of an error of P on the input x = � is no more than 2l=d(l) (no more than l=d(l) if t is apower of 2).The size of Sp is at most 4lXi=1 2(n+ 1)2p2:The size of P is at most 2t+1 � 1 + Xp2Qd(l) size(Sp):The value of the i-th prime is O(i log i). Therefore, the above upper bounds for thesize(Sp), and size(P ) yieldsize(P ) = O(n3d3(l) log2 d(l)) = O  n6"3(n) log2 n"(n)! :Using the proof technique of Theorem 1 the following result was also proved in [S97].Theorem 2 ([S97]) The function PERM can be computed with a one sided "(n)-error byrandomized read-once ordered branching program of sizeO �"(n)�2n5 log3 n� :Below we prove an exponential lower bound for the complexity of computing the func-tion fn by nondeterministic ordered read-k-times branching programs. We use a proof6



method based on a two-way communication game (cf., [Y79], [KN97]). We present thismethod in the lemma below for a more general notion of ordering variables than the tra-ditional one.Note that the methods based on a communication game were also used in [K91], andlater in [BSSW94] for proving lower bounds in a context of branching programs.De�nition 1 We call a read-once branching program �-weak-ordered if its respects a par-tition � of the variables into two parts X1 and X2 such that if an edge leads from an xi-nodeto an xj-node, where xi 2 Xt and xj 2 Xm, then the condition t � m has to be ful�lled.We call a read-k-times branching program read-k-times �-weak-ordered if it is parti-tioned into k layers such that each layer is �-weak-ordered read-once respecting the samepartition � of variables in each layer.A �-weak-ordering of variables of a branching program P means that if some inputxi 2 X2 is tested by P , then along the remaining part of the computation path no variablesfrom X1 can be tested.We call a branching program P a read-k-times weak-ordered if it is read-k-times �-weak-ordered for some ordered partition � of the set of variables of P into two sets.From the de�nition it follows that if a read-k-times branching program is ordered thenit is weak-ordered.Let g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g be a boolean function. Let � be a partition of the set of variablesX of g into two parts X1 and X2. Consider a k-round nondeterminstic communicationcomputation. We use a standard model of a k-round nondeterminstic communicationcomputation for boolean functions, cf., e.g., [KN97]. For a valuation � of x, two playersA and B receive respectively, parts of �: �A 2 X1 and �B 2 X2. A k-round protocolspeci�es for each input �, a sequence of k binary strings (messages) m1;m2; : : : ;mk tobe sent alternatively between the players such that at the end one of the players accepts(outputs 1) or rejects (outputs 0) an input �. Call m = m1m2 : : :mk a full message. Theplayer A is always the �rst one to send a message. We say that a k-round nondeterminsticcommunication protocol � computes a function g with g(�) = 1 i� there exists an acceptingcomputation of � on an input �. The complexity of a k-round protocol is maxjmj (herejmj is the length of m) over all inputs � 2 f0; 1gn. Denote by NCk;�(g) the complexity ofthe best k-round nondeterministic communication protocol that computes g.De�ne the accepting (rejecting) complexity of a k-round protocol as jmj (m is a fullmessage) maximized over all inputs � 2 g�1(1) (� 2 g�1(0)). Denote by NCAk;�(g) the7



accepting complexity of the best k-round nondeterministic communication protocol thatcomputes g and by NCRk;�(g) the rejecting complexity of the best k-round nondeterministiccommunication protocol that computes g.Lemma 1 1. Let P be a nondeterministic read-k-times �-weak-ordered branching programthat computes a function g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. Thensize(P ) � 2(NC2k�1;�(g)�1)=(2k�1):2. Let P be a nondeterministic readA-k-times �-weak-ordered branching program thatcomputes a function g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. Thensize(P ) � 2(NCA2k�1;�(g)�1)=(2k�1):3. Let P be a nondeterministic readR-k-times �-weak-ordered branching program thatcomputes a function g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. Thensize(P ) � 2(NCR2k�1;�(g)�1)=(2k�1):Proof: Case 1. Consider the following communication game with two players A andB for computing a function g. Players A and B have a copy of P . In order to computeg on the set of inputs f0; 1gn, A and B communicate with each other in (2k � 1) roundsby sending messages in each round according to the following protocol �. Player A is the�rst to send a message. Let � 2 f0; 1gn be a valuation of x. For each i, 1 � i � k � 1,the communication protocol � on obtaining �, simulates computation on the i-th layer ofP by two communication rounds 2i� 1 and 2i. The output is produced by the player B.First round: Player A starts simulation of P on his part �A of an input � from thesource of P . Let v1 be a node which is reachable by P on �A from the source during thissimulation. Player A sends a node v1 (binary code of v1) to B.Second round: Player B on obtaining message v1 from A starts its simulation of P onhis part �B of an input � from node v1. Let v2 be a node which is reachable by P on �Bfrom v1 during this simulation. Player B sends a node v2 to A.Last round (round 2k � 1): Player A on obtaining message v2k�2 from B starts itscomputation from a node v2k�2 on his part �A of an input �. Let v2k�1 be a node whichis reachable by P on �A from a node v2k�2 during this simulation. Player A sends a nodev2k�1 to B. Player B on obtaining v2k�1 starts its part of simulation of P from v2k�1 on�B and then outputs the result of the computation.8



The full message that A and B have exchanged during the computation is m =v1v2 : : : v2k�1.Denote byMi the set of all internal nodes which can be sent on the i-th round by playerA to B if i is odd (by player B to A if i is even) during the computation on f0; 1gn. Denotedi = jMij. Using this notation, it follows that the number of all full messages that can beexchanged over the inputs from f0; 1gn according to protocol � is no more than Q2k�1i=1 di.The number of full messages used by � must be greater than equal to 2NC2k�1;�(g)�1,and therefore, 2k�1Yi=1 di � 2NC2k�1;�(g)�1:The lower bound of our lemma follows from this inequality.For d = maxfdi : i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; 2k � 1gg we haved2k�1 � 2k�1Yi=1 di � 2NC2k�1;�(g)�1and hence d � 2(NC2k�1;�(g)�1)=(2k�1):Proofs of cases 2 and 3 of Lemma 1 are similar to the case 1. The only di�erence isthat instead of the set f0; 1gn, one uses the set g�1(1) of \one" inputs of g (case 2), andthe set g�1(0) of \zero" inputs of g (case 3), respectively.Theorem 3 Any nondeterministic ordered readA-k-times branching program that com-putes function fn has size at least 2(n=4�1)=(2k�1):Proof: Let P be an ordered read-k-times branching program (with an ordering � ofvariables) which computes the function fn. For an ordering � denote by � 0 = fi1; i2; : : : ; ilga subsequence of � that consists of the �rst l even numbers of � . Respectively, denote by� 1 = fj1; j2; : : : ; jlg a subsequence of � that consists of the last l even numbers of � .Consider the partition � of variables X of fn into two parts X1 and X2, such that X1contains all variables with indexes from � 0, and X2 contains all variables with indexes from� 1. Clearly P is read-k-times and �-weak-ordered.For the function fn we have NCAt;�(fn) � l = n=4 (1)9



for t � 1. To prove the inequality (1) we consider an arbitrary t-round nondeterministiccommunication protocol � that computes the function fn and respects the partition � ofthe inputs.Call a sequence � 2 f�1n (1) � -hard if all its \value" bits �i, i 2 � 0, are of \type" 0 andall its \value" bits �j, j 2 � 1, are of \type" 1. DenoteX� = f� 2 f0; 1g4l : � is � -hardg:We call X� a � -hard set of inputs.Let am(�) be a set of messages of accepting computations of protocol � on an input� 2 X� . Then using \crossing-sequence" argument we have that for an arbitrary distinctpair of inputs �; �0 2 X� , it holds that am(�)\am(�0) = ;. Clearly jX� j = 2l. This meansthat the protocol � should use at least 2n di�erent full messages during the computationover the inputs from a � -hard set X� . From the de�nition of accepting communicationcomplexity we have that the communication complexity of the protocol � is at least n.Inequality (1) will follow by considering the best possible protocol.From the lower bound for NCAt;�(fn) above, and Lemma 1 we havesize(P ) � 2(l�1)=(2k�1) = 2(n=4�1)=(2k�1):We formulate now following Corollaries.Corollary 1 fn cannot be computed by nondeterministic ordered readA-k-times branchingprograms in polynomial size for k = o(n= log n).Corollary 2 fn cannot be computed by nondeterministic ordered read-k-times branchingprograms in polynomial size for k = o(n= log n).Note that from Theorem 1 it follows that the complement of function fn has a poly-nomial nondeterministic ordered read-once branching program. Below we give a morestraightforward proof of this fact.Property 1 The complement :fn can be computed by nondeterminstic ordered read-oncebranching programs of polynomial size.Proof: The function :fn is OR of n functions Gi(x1; : : : ; x4l), 1 � i � n, whereGi(x1; : : : ; x4l) = 1 if and only if 1) j�0j 6= j�1j or 2) if j�0j = j�1j then i-th even bit of type0 is not equal to the i-th even bit of type 1. Clearly, Gi(x1; : : : ; x4l) has a polynomial sizeread once branching program for the ordering � = fx1; x2; : : : ; x4lg.10



4 Concluding RemarksIt is known that the complexity class P�OBDD of boolean functions computed by determinis-tic ordered read-once branching programs of polynomial size is incomparable with AC0 (classof boolean functions computed by polynomial size unbounded fanin and constant depthboolean circuits): PARITY which is not in AC0 has linear size ordered read-once branch-ing programs (cf. [KN97]), and PERM function is hard for ordered read-once branchingprograms but it is in AC0 (see the property below). We prove now that the complexity classBPP�OBDD of functions computed by randomized ordered read-once branching programs ofpolynomial size is incomparable with the complexity class AC0. This sheds some new lighton the relationship between randomized, nondeterministic and deterministic classes askedin [JRSW97].Property 2 PERM is in AC0, and fn is not in AC0.Proof. The function PERM can be represented formally as follows.PERM(X) = ROWS(X) ^ COLMNS(X);where ROWS(X) = 1 if and only if each row of matrix X contains exactly one entranceof 1. We have, ROW (X) = ROW1(X) ^ : : : ^ROWn(X);where ROWi(X) = 1 if and only if i-th row of matrix X contains exactly one 1.ROWi(X) = K1 _ : : : _Kn;where Kj(X) = �xi1 ^ : : : ^ �xij�1 ^ �xij ^ �xij+1 ^ : : : �xin. This representation proves thatPERM 2 AC0.To prove that fn 62 AC0, we show that PARITY is AC0-reducible to fn. Set all evenbits of fn to 0. We get a subfunction of fn which is a symmetric function. Using now aproperty that the value of this subfunction is 1 i� a half of remaining inputs are set to 1,we can represent PARITY as OR of linearly many such boolean subfunctions.11



5 Open Problems and Further ResearchWe have displayed an explicit boolean function outside the class AC0 which can be computedby polynomial size randomized ordered read-once programs, and which requires for anydeterministic or nondeterministic ordered read-k-times branching program an exponentialsize (for k = o(n= log n)).It will be very interesting to develop new lower bound techniques for randomized branch-ing programs in order to separate the classes of boolean functions computable e�cientlyby randomized branching programs (with restricted number of testing variables) from theclass that remains hard for randomized programs. Another interesting issue is an exactdependence of the sizes of the read-once branching programs on their respective error prob-abilities.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Stephen Ponzio, Sasha Razborov, Roman Smolensky, and ThomasThierauf for interesting discussions on the subject of this paper.References[A94] F. Ablayev, Lower Bounds for Probabilistic Space Complexity: Communica-tion-Automata Approach, Proc. LFCS '94, Lecture Notes in Computer Science,Springer-Verlag, 813, (1994), pp. 1-7.[AK96] F. Ablayev and M. Karpinski, On the Power of Randomized BranchingPrograms, in Proc. ICALP'96, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag, 1099, (1996), 348-356; see also ECCC TR95-054, 1995. Available athttp://www.eccc.uni-trier.de/eccc/.[A78] L. Adelman, Two Theorems on Random Polynomial Time, Proc. 19th IEEEFOCS (1978), pp. 75-83.[AB84] M. Ajtai and M. Ben-Or, A Theorem on Randomized Constant Depth Cir-cuits, Proc. 16th ACM STOC (1984), pp. 471-474.12
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